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I. Introduction.

Japanese farmers rejoice when olectrio storme occur fre-

quently during summer months. They have noticed that the rice

plant3 produce more abundantly after 3uch a season. They are

not acquainted with the process of naturewhich brings this about

but know simply that summer lightnings bring rich autumn harvests.

The lightning is of the same nature as the electric arc causing

nitrogen and oxygen of the air to combine forming nitro-oxides.

These may decompose int other nitrogen compounds making a rich

fertilizer of the soil.

This peculiar co-relation of lightning and abuntant harvest

aroused my curiosity and led me to investigate the causal connec-

tion between these two processes*

My firsu problem was to learn the nature and source of

atmospheric electricity. The problem of magnetism has been

solved to a certain extent by assuming that eleotric currents

creat the magnetic fields. The relation between magnetism and

electricity has engaged the thought of a host of brilliant experi-

menters and scientists from Oersted a^d Ampere to Faraday and

Thomson who individually independent of onD another grouped to-

gether tne various branches of electro-dynamics. But still the

fundamental question remains unsolved, what is electricity? "The

one grand, object which Clerk Maxwell kept before him through his

whole scientfic career was to reduce electric and magnetic phe-

nomena to mere stress and motion of the ethereal jelly? There can
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be little doubt that he has securely laid the foundation of an

electric theory. This is one of the most remarkable scientific

advancement made during the last century.

But to know exactly what electricity is does not necessarily

guide us, in the least, to a nut xon of its source in any particula'

instance. W© might know quite well what electricity is but stil,

in any given instance we are almost entirely uncertain of the exac:

source of atmospheric electricity.
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II. Lightning.

1. Source and nature of Lightning.

To come to the particular subject under discussion, I am

not going to try to descrive lightning. Fir3t, because I am

certain that 1 could not do it without running the risk of becom-

j
ing fanciful, and thus becoming sensational instead of scientfic;

3

]
and secondly, because the phend>mema must be quite familiar, except,

perhaps, in some of its more singular details.

Leo me therefore, instead of attempting to discuss the phe-

I

nomema as a whole, consider separately some of the more prominent

|
characteriatics. First of all, what are these characteristic^?

I

The question naturally sugggsts itself: what is the origin

!

I

of the electricity of air and the ground? A very seductive

|

hypothesis is that which ascribes the electricity to the evapora-

tion of water. The vapour being supposed to carry positive elec-

tricity with it, leaving negative electricity in the water and on

the ground.

Unfortunately nonof the experiments made with a view of

confirming this hypothesis have given it any conclusive support.

On the contrary, the fact that rain is usually negatively electri-

fied appears to contrdict it.

The origin of atmospheric electricity has also been sought





for the induction currents caused by the earth* in rotation and the

upper atmospheric regions. These rae both conductors and the

earth as a magnet. This theory agrees with Arago'o theory of the

"magnetism of rotation. Let us imagine a conducting arc, AB, Fig

I, of any given sphere, connecting the pole and tLe equator, to be

either fixed, or at any rate to have a smaller angular velocity

than the earth. The magnetic flux, out by the arc as the earth

turns from west to east, developes

therein an inductive electro motive

force, the direction of which is from

the equator to the pole. If the

area were in contact with the grobe

by sliding contacts at N and E, and

the circuit closed, the induction

would produce a continuous current.

If the supposed conducting arc is

Fig. I. insulated, there would be an accumu-

lation of positive electricity at the pole and of negative electri

city at the equator. To this accumulation might be ascribed the

polar auroras on the one hand, and on the other hand the daily

thunder storm in the equatorial region."

In 19uu Mr. C.T.R.Wil3on put forward a theory to account

for the siectrical phenomena connected with thunder storms. This

was b«.ead on his well known experiments on the condensation of

water vapour from supersaturated air upon negative ions. It has

obtained considerable acceptance among prominent scientists

throughout the world. But it has been disproved by George C.

Simps on (Phil, kag., April, 19u9. ) It is so interesting to note
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that Mr. Simpson's argument f«r the dis—pruvement on Wilson's

theory that I will quate it here.

Let the upward velocity of tn© air = Vcm# /Sec.

Then the velocity of air which crosses the sq. cm. under

consideration in one second = V~ «

The time taken for a given small velocity of air to pass

from the cloud to the condensation layer, 25,uu0 meter above =

&.5xlu5

sec.
V

The number of ions of each sign generated in a c.c. in this

time 25x^.5*10° 6.2*106

V V

The total number of negative ions which are retained at eadj

3q. cm. of the condensation layer each second

6.2*10'

V
-V = 6.2*10 6

.

Now the charge on 3 10^ ions is equal to 1 electro-static

unit of electricity.

Hence the maximum rate at which the charge would grow on

the condensation layer

6.2xl06

= 2*10~ 3 e.s. unit per sq. cm. per sec
3 lu6

"We will now consider how long it will take for electricity

accumulating at such a rate at certain layer in the atmosphere to

give rise to a lightning discharge.

We have assumed that the whole of the negative ions are

separated at tne condensation layer, and that the positive ones

are carried up above. Thus we have got a chErged layer with the
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corresponding quantity of electricity in tne apaceabove. Let

(5"= the charge on each aq. cm. of thia layer at any time t aecond

after condenaation firat atarted, thua the field above the layer

will be dV e.a.unita— =

dh cm.

or if V ia measured in volts

dV volta— = 300*4*5" = 3.8*10 3 volta/cm. approx.
dh cm.

Wow it haa ahown above that

(T= 2*10" 3
t e. 3. units.

Therefore the potential gradient produced would be

— = 3. 8*10 3* 2 X 10" 3t volt3/cm.
dh

= 8t volts/cm.

Inat is, the potential gradient above the condenaation layej

would grow at therate of 8 vulta/cm. per second. Now air at at-

mospheric van resiat an electric atresa of about 30,000 voltB per

cm.; hence it would take 30, 000/8 aec. = 53 minutes for the poten

tial gradient to grow aufficiently great for lightning to take pia<

place. Thua the firat lightning diacharge could not, under

favourable conditions we have aaaumed, occur until nearly an hour

after the supersaturated afcatum had extend from the cloud to the

condenaation layer. Thia firat lighjtnxng diacharge would travel

between the condenaation layer and tne poaitive charge which had

been aeparated and carried upwards, and would more or less com-

pletely conduct away the negative electricity from the portion of

the layer affected. In other words, the diacharge would neutra-

lize the negative electricity contained in a poetion of the layer

and deatroy the field above." Thua the condenaation theory
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alone would not aettle the matter.

It is certain that the thunder storms are purely electrical

phenomenon. Franklin demonstrated this by the use of insulated

pointed conductors. And he made such a general statement that

the thunder clouds are electrified conductors, some of them being

charged positively and others negatively. Lightning is a spark

passing betwwen two unlike charged clouds, or between a cloud and

the earth.

Take this theory along with Lord Rayleigh's experiment with

a water jet and sealing wax, J.W. Claris examination of tne be-

havior of dust-laden air and Mr. Thelford Bidwell's experiment

that " the insulations change from a light fleecy cloud of steam,

issuing from an orifice, of a vessel of boiling water into an

opaque, dark lurid cioud, instant it is electrified", and the

following conclusion is reached: "Thao the extra condensation

gues on, and more vapour is condensed, by means of the presence

of an extra number of nuclei, in accordance with the descoveries

of Mr. Aitken"

«

We can now image ourselves as always living between the

coatings of a very large spherical condenser, the upper coating

being the sky, and the under coating the earth, while the common

air is the dielectric between. Every now and then a portion of

the upper caating descends downward as clouds and we are thus

liable tu a distruptive discharge.

Sir Olver L6dge made a fairly good estimate on the energy

of such a charge. The following is a equatation from his theory.

Some square mixes of cloud and some square miles of land

are the two coating, and the interval of separation need not be
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extremely great. If trie cloud and the earth were perfect conduct*-

ore, all this great area would "be relieved in the form of an

enormous flash, but, furtunately the conduction of cloud is a slow

process, andit usually takes a good many flashes from different

parts to remove its charge.

The total maximum energy of a given area of cloud at a given

height from the earth is easily estimated, for it is well known

that as soon as the eloctric tension of air reaches the limit of

about half a gramme weight per sq. cm. ( I will calculate this value

\
later), disruption occurs. Supposing it is diotributed equally

on the verge of the disruptive point, the energy of the dielectric

per cubic centimeter is therefore

yei
= ergs,

2

I and per cubic mile is

4,110*10 12

z— foot-tona 7U,U0U,000.
2*3*107

The energy of any ordinary flash can be accounted for by

the discharge of a very small portion of a charged cloud. An

area of 10 square yards at the height of a mile would give a dis-

charge of over 2,uuu foot-tons energy.

2« a., capacity, Energy, and Potential of Discharge. On

cischarg&ng of an air conenser,a Certain amount . of energy ia set

free, as a sparKOf lightning, piercing of a hole through a "solid"

air as dielectrics. Thus the energy liberated has been previous

ly stored up the condenser.

Let us calculate the capacity of the charge and the energy

of the discharge in the following case:



/
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An air condenser with plates of any size of the cloud and

the earth separated by a distance h and charged up to bursting

strain.

Let a small portion of this condenser, of area, A = rcb , t%

o
volume of dielectric, vol. = 7tb h. Assuming it is discharged it-

self, being separated from the rest.

Let (J" is the surface density of electrification of ons plate

that of other be or simply charge per unit area. By Gauss*

theorem, the intensity or electric forco,

P 4tc(T (1°)

The difference of potential defined in the terms of elsctri-

j
cal work is that " the electric potential at any point A, exceeds

j the point B, by an amount equal to the work that would be dons by

I a elevtricforce upon a unit of positive electricity transferred
I

|
from A to B, under the assumption that no change of force is caused

by this transfer."

Therefore if we put W, the work done when a quantity of

electicity, Q is transfered the above statement is equevalent to

the equation,
W

va" Vb = " = Fh < 2 >

Q
Let C, the capacity which means the constant coefficient of

characteriatic of the field.

Again by the difinition "The capacity of an elecrtic field

is the ratio of tne charge on the positive boundary of the field to

the difference of potential between its boundary, and is numerical^

equal to the charge required to establish unit difference of poten-

tial between them, i.e.

Q = C (V - V' ) , , , , (3°)
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As for tJae field in our case, the difference of potential

between thB cloud and the earth ia

V - V* = Fh = 4tc h(T" (4")

The capacity of a unit area be

charge per unit area 1

C x = =
V - V 1 4 h tc .

The capacity of a condenser of two parallel plates, each of

area A is therefore
AK

C = (I)
4*h

where K = the constant for the inductive capacity.

To calculate the amount of the energy, let us denote V, the

potential difference between the cloud and the earth.

Q
V = or Q = CV (a)

C

If we bring up an additiomai charge dQ from infinity, the

work to be done in accordance with the diffinition is

dW = dQ.V (b)

where W denotes the total work done in charging the conden-

ser up tw this stage.

Substituting the equation (a) we have

QdQ,

dW = (c)
C

QdQ 1 Q
2

W =/ = (d)
c a c

1 Q2 1 1

w = ;— = -QV = -CV2
a C 2 2

(II)

This expression gives the work done in charging a conden-

ser, and therefore gives also the energy of discharge, which may b^
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used in charging a spark -

.

Now we are able to calculate the dielectric strength of air

Let, Ft= unit electric force or intensity,
1

F,= = - = mg (e)
dh. 8 ^

where m = massin gram weight, g = 981 dynes.

Assuming the potential gradient is 3U,000 vults/cm; V =

luO e.s. units,

mg = -^-(luO) 2 by equation (e)

(100) S

m s = 0.42 gram weight, call it l/2 gram
981

weight per sq. cm. This is the dielectric strength of air.

The maximum potential will be

2W
Vu = , by tne equation (I)

C
"

/ 4yc y8i ha
v
°

=f—

—

= 110h e.s. units, if K = unity (Ill)

2. b. Self-inductance.

To calculate the self-inductance of such a dicharge, let us

assume that the discharge passes down the axis of the cylindrical

region of the same length h as above case, and radius b in figure

2. Let"a" be the radius of any kind of conductor.

The discharge of this kind is quite different from ordinary

cases, having no obvious return circuit. But by Maxwell's method

of inverse displacement current in concentric cylinders all round

the conductor we are able to calclurate ita self-inductance. Let

us assume that this inverse displacement current is distributed
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uniformly over the entire area. And let

i^ = the whole current down axis. Here we have an equal

inverse displacement current over the entire area (b2- a2 ), so thii

that the density of its distribution is j

i
Q

= (b* - a2 )j

r = variable radius,

dr = infinitesimal value of r.

Taking a unit of magnetic force the circle whose radius r,

the work done by the force is

W = H2*r = 4n:(i
Q

_ i)

The intensity of this furce at any distance out-side of the

conductor

2 (i - i)
H =

r

where i, the displacement recovery current which lies nearer

to the^than r.

This is acculate for the distribution of the current does

not matter as long as it is in coaxial cylinders. The portions

external to r have no effect.

On the hypothesis of uniform distribution

i = tl (r2- a2 ) j

2 2r - a

b^- a^

2 i Q (b2 - r2 )

"r" (b2 - a.
2

) .

The total magnetic induction in the cylindrical space out

side of the conductor or simply the magnetic flux at the external

conductor,
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<pe = lh dr H = h/H

* r*?
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b ~ a a r

h 2i "b2dr

b2~ a2

h 2i r

,2 2b - a
b^logr -

h 2i

b2-
— [b2io^ - — —

]- a^ k a 2 2 J

dr

« /r

a

2r^

r2

b2
2

a

2 2

a is small compared with b that it is

usual way negligible and we have:

<Pt = h i [21og^ - 1 1 ... . (IV)
a ^

If weyu, the permiability of air in consideration the equa-

tion (II) becomes
, •

. „ b
(ivM.Cpt = u h i [2 log lj

Now we must calculate the flux inside of the conductor. The

current density, j 1

7CBB

Taking the radius inside of the conductor, thocurrent at 1

the region, call it i r which is

i 7t r2 r2

= j*r2 = — = i

a^

2 i r

H = = 2i

7L a2

r
l

o
r x a- .

The magnetic flux inside of the cylinder,

C#.= Jh dr x H = hj2 g- dr x



V
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2 i„ r2 i* h in a2

2 a2
=h i (V)

If we take yUG the permiability of the conductor in consider*.

ation the equation becomes

= uQh i (V)

Total magnetic flux,

t b b
(V = i Q h(2 log- - 1) h = i nh 2 log - . . (VI)

a a

with the permiabilities the equation becomes

* b
= iQh 2 log - - u u (VI 1

)

a

The self-inductance of this circuit is

d? b
a= * a h[2 log U + U Q ] (VII )

in . a•o o
b*

Putting T = log — - 1, the equation (1) becomes
a

L = h0uY+jio ) (Til 1
)

Of the three terms in the equation (VII), the first and

most important depends on no hypothesis as to distribution at all.

The second depends on the assumption of uniform distribution of the

displacement euppent recovery in the dielectric, and may therefore

in reality be greater, but not less than the assumption. The thir

term depends on the magnetization of the conductor itself by a

uniformly distributed current, and if the current keeps itself to

the exterior surface, as a very rapidly alternating current will,

this term disappears.

Since we know C, the capacity and L, the self-inductance,

we can easily find the criterior for tne discharge to be oscilatorj
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and can determine the rate of alternation.

The discharge will be oscilatory unless the resistance ex-

ceeds with a certain critical value, that is:

The critical resistance,

Ro =

r4L /4hyu 2 4h juf

°
,
\ C j K b* \>(ju~i'

4h
1

But the velocity of light, V = which is equivalent to
//U K

3^iulu
~— ohms = 3U ohms.

10b

4hr>w v ; b
R = ~~ = liJOhfa log 1 ohms . . .(VIII)

b a

And in as much as in practice h is likly to be much greater

than b, and b much greater than a, that is not likly to be ex-

I

ceeded by tne discharge. For if the line of discharge is a

1 metallic conductor, a is moderate , so is R. Where as if the

flash occurs through air. It is not easy to say what the equival.

ent R is, there a must be considered extremely minute.

If the path consiats of different conductors, it is a mere

matter of summation to take them all into account.

2. c. Current, Frequency and Impedance.

The effect of self-induction and resistance in our air cun*»

denser is the same as that in* a single circuit which is supplied

by the phenemenon of discharge of an ordinary cunenser.

Let us suppose that the charges on the two plates at any in-

stant are Q, and -Q, the palte being connected by a wire, of resis-

tance R, and of self-induction L, as shown in Fig. 3. If G is
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tne capacity of the condenser, the difference of potential of two

plates, V - V = Q/C. Thepotentlal, V = v - v f = Q/C is equal

to the sum of the drops arroun the self-induction and resistance

i.e.,

L. ^

C

Q d
V = - = - (L i)+R i

C dt

d Q
(L i) - R it - =

dt C

(a)

Fig. 3.

diminutxon of Q, i.e.

The quantities Q and i are not

independent, for i measures the rate

of flow of electricity to or from either

plate, and therefore the rate of

i dt = -dQ or i = «
dQ

dt
(b)

Substituting this expression for i in the equation (a) we

have
d^Q dQ Q

i
— t R — + - =

dt C

or d2Q R dQ 1— + + Q =
d^t L dt L C

(c)

The auxiliary equation is,

m n =

R 1

t -m + =
L L C

R2 1
——— •

*L V 4L L G

(r2 1

4L L C

The solution is known to be,

Q = Ac^-H B€m^ id)
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4L
1°. If R2 ^>— ( discharge continuous )

C

To determine the arbitrary constants A and B:

when t = 0; Q = 0; - dQ/dt =1=0
A + B = Q ; and m^A + m^B =

n^Qo mlQ
A = - ; E=

m l**m Jc!
m^—nig

Q <

Q = (mi€m2tM m^n^t)
m^-nig

dQ mimoQ
i = - — = PI 1- fe

m2t
)

dt mj—m^

'd° If R2= —4L
G

2L
Q = e (A + Bt)

To determine A and B

R Q R
A = Q > —A - B = or B =

2L 2 L

Q = -^(aL+ R t)€ 2L1
1

2L Cf)

dQ Q R2 t -^_t
i = — = —

_

e

dt 4L^

3° 4 L
If R <C (discharge oscillatory)

C

R / 1 R*
m = #j /

2 L i LC 4 L

R 2 R2 when j =/^l

m2 =
J

2 L |f LC 4 L2





le

Putting m
1

=<L+-jfs ,m
2

- *- -j'/3
, we hav<

at
Q = e. (A cos/3t + B sin/9t )

i =. — = » £ (<za +^B) cos^t + {d.jB-/3 A
) sir^st

dt
•(g)

To determune A and B;

A = Q, , A B = or B = -

Q-Q.*

B

(h )

i =

The last equation is what we are interested in.

If we put VQC = QQ ;

2*f = UJ =

L C 4L'

- , we have

i = —° £^ sin«>t (IX' )

^ L

This is tne case when the actual resistance falls for below

the critical value RQ , and the discharge is thoroughly oscilatory.

And we see that the impedance is reduced to

Z =<0L (X)

When the discharge is tne thoroughly oscilatory is great-

ly larger than R/kiL and also when R is negligible, (0 = 1/7 LC so

that the equation (IX'J is practically

i =
V -&t
~- € sin

_

fhG

(IX)

The time constant of the dying wave amplitude is 2L/R.
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The period of alternation is 2/r/LG

.

The frequency constant is

1
id = —: = 2Kf .

fi c

But 1 1 2 sv

2v
f = (XI)

2n=b y
This is tho equation of frequency which is very great, be-

ing usually something like or million cycles, more oe less.

The reason I do attach importance is the oscillatory cha-

racter of a discharge is because a direct experimental proof that

lightning is oscillatory will be obtained when photographs of it

are taken on a sensitive plate revolving l,uOO times second.

Sometimes short of that speed would cause the image of the flash

blur, but that the speed might be sufficient to analyze out the

oscillations when examined carefully with a magnifier.

Lord RAYleigh has shown in "Philosophical magazine, May

1866," that if the frequency uf alternation is great, the resis-

tance of a conductor shoul be modified as in the following method,

R being its ordinary amount, using the same notation as before

R' =J—U)hyuGR =
v h

R (XII

)

b iA)

or, taking the permiability of the conductor the same as that of

the space outside, and substituting the value of R
c

in the equatior.

(VIII),
(

l
R ' —JR Ro (XIII)

2 i

The actual resistance thus becomes the value given by Lord
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Rayleigh for the inductance is:

L' = L for the space outside conductor
2U)

or R 1

l' ^hn- (xiv)

The second term of this equation (XIV ) has to do with the

magnetization of trie condoctor and is, fur high frequency, very

small. It is interesting as showing that of two terms in the

quantity of impedance,
j/
R'^-ro^L^, or aa it becomes for condenser

discharges J 3 R*^ L_* , the second is always larger. Because by
r 4 C

the equation (XIV)

The secund term is practically so larger that,

impedance Z =uj L' = u)L = u> ^ h/ 2 = 2vyu h? / b

1 /T
= - RQ = - (XV)

kJ ' C

or impedance, h / b
Z = 6U -

J
k2 log 3 ohms (XV)

b f a

The tutal impedance therefore to a condenser discharge is

half the critical resistance which determines whether the dis-

charge should be oscillatory or not. It has no important con-

nection with the ordinary resistance of the conductor.

Further this impedance does not depend appreciably on the

magnetic permiability of the substance.

We ahall now try to dwfine what a lightning discharge is?

A lightning discharge iB essentially a varying current. It is

manifestly rises from zero to a maximum, and then dies away again

all in some extremely small fraction of a second, say 10o,000 th
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or thereabout. But that is not all. There is a enormous amound

of energy to be got rid of, t~ be dissipated. A single route of

electricity in one direction does not suffice to dissipate all the

stored energy of the charged cloud. 5hus it is not a mere one

directioned rush, but it is an oscillation, a surging of electrici£

to and fro, until an the energy is turned into heat.

3. Various kind of Lightning.

In his selebrated " notice sur de Tonnene" Arago discrimi-

nated between three classes of lightning, "zigzag or forked",

"sheet" and "globe lightning". The discharge s of tne first

class consist of well-defined line of fire, which excepting asto

dimensions, are perfectly similar to artificial electric sparks.

Thoy are accompanied by a more or less prolonged noise which is cal

led" thunder" . Those of the secund class are the flashes of

light which suddenly illuminated the clouds without being accom-

panied by any noise. They seem due to dridinary discharges

concealed from the obserber, or ratter to particular discharges

between the clouds. Globe lightning consist© of balls of fire

moving slowly through the air, and then exploding suddenly. If

globe lightning is not mere optical delusion, it is a phenomenon

which in the present state of our knowledge is wholly inexplicable.

The only known phenomena which at all resemble it are the luminous

globules obtained by Plante 1 on putting the poles of a battery of

3,U00 tu 4,uu0 volts in contact with the surface of a liquid.

Photographs of lightning flashes taken in recent jiears show

that discharges of the first class have a much m^re complicated

structure than appears at first sight. The principal line of

light is always accompanied by numerous ramifications, which seems
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to prove that, from the electrical point of view, the cloud does

not act as a continuous conductor.

4. Two kinds of Discharge.

Lodge's experiment on the alternative path shows us that

discharges are produced under two very different conditions. At

a, in Fig. 4, the difference of potential increases gradually, and

it has reached thw value corresponding to the sparking distance,

the discharge takes place. At B the difference of potential pro-

duced suddenly, and the spark passes at once without previous pre-

paration. The effects of self-induction are more intense, the

spark is longer and the lateral discharges are moee violent. We

shall distxngush the two cases by the

cardinal number I and II.

In order to show the applicatior

to the case of thunder clouds, Sir

Oliver Lodge arranged experiments in

the following manner. Two insulated

conducting plates, a and b Fig. 5-7,

between which the discharge of aLayden

Jar passes. The wires marked and -

connect the jar ta> the positive and

negative terminal of the static machine, and enabxe tu be dis-

charged. Fig. 5, corresponds to the case 1 and Fig. 6 and 7 to

the case II.

Bodies of various shapes are placed at varing hight betweer.

a and b plates, a dome ,a knob, a point, or a flame. In case I,

the point and the flame produces a silent discharge, aad protect

other shapes of body. In case II, the bodies of all kind of

Fig. 4,
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shape are struck indescriminately , and by the spark of the same

kind. It seems inmaterial also whether the object is placed

directly on the lower plate or is insulated. These are what

Case 11 a.

Lodge calls an imitation of lightning and he illustrated for each

case as corresponding Fig. 5, 6.
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III. Protection of Building from Lightning.

1. Two cases of lightning discharge are first suggested by

Lodge are now generally accepted by the most of distinguished

scientists and engineers in thB world. Most recently Dr. E. J.

Berg in his lightning protection of Building ( G. E. Review, Jan.,

1913) confirms Lodge's view in following fashion:

"That there are at least two distinct discharge of lightning

itself. One which is relatively quiet and which result from the

gradual breaking down of the air between objects struck and the

charged cloud; the other which is a violent secondary discharge

caused by a primary discharge in the vicinity. The first kind
l

follows the well known laws familiar tu the electrical engineer
1

laws that deal with more or less permanent conditions. The na-

ture of the discharge is governed by the resistance, inductance

and capacity of the path. The path itself is almost certain to

be the rod on account of the conductxng streamers above it. The

second kind is more complex andthe laws that it follows are less

thoroughly understood. There is no conducting path above the rodii

because there may have been no potential difference between them

and the surrounding air before tne discharge. Thus the rods may

well be missed anddischarge enter any portion of the roof and findis

its way to ground through the building."

2. Beyond doubt, Franklin proved hie case that the lightning

rods were efficacious inthe protection of buildings. Buildings

with onductors when struck by lightning suffered little damage com-
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pared with those without protection. The chief defect likely to

occur is breaks inthe continuity from the point to tne earth. The

functon of a lightning rod is two fold, which Frnklin ascribes as

a two fold effect. First, if a discharge takes place , "it

strikes the rod in preference to the other parts of the building

which are within the radius of its protection, and the conductor

leads the electrxcity to th e earth without any damage. This is

the "protective effect".

Secondly , " under the influence of the cloud the point

allows the Blectricity of the oppositekind to escape, and thus

carried by the particles of air, silently neutrlizes the electri-

city of the clouds. This is the"preventive effect". But

instead of supposing that the electricity which issues by the

point neutralizes that of cloud, we may also attribute the preven-

tive action to the electrification of the air by the point. In

tnis way there may be formed an electrified cloud, which tends to

produce at all points below it a potential of opposite sign to

that of the thunder cloud, and therefore neutralizes the influence

of the latter. If such a cloud of electrified air remained flow-

ing above the conductor, equlibrium would be rapidly attained and

the point itself would cease tw act". The second case explains

why a rod terminates in a point and likewise why points in good

connection with the ground are always desirable upon buxldings.

Indeed, points are some what like small water pipes connected with

a larger reservoir. If we have enough of them and a sufficient

time we may drain the largest reservoir. Further more sudden

rise of flood occurs in the reservoir, these minute drains may be

of service in keeping down the height of water.
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The statement that lightning always follows the path of

least resistance or more corjectly of least impedance, as commonly

understood and stated, needs modification. It is true that

when the air is strained by being subjected to the electrification

of cloud and earth, the weakest spot gives away fxrst,and this apt

to be in line with some small elevated knob or surface,- this is

exactly the same as Lodge* s" steady strain" in the imitation of

lightning, case I.

But it is equaly true, and is perhaps the more general casej,

that when a raelly vigorous disruptive discbarge does occur, it is

some what as Sir Oliver Lodge aptly puts it, like an "avalanche"

as his imitation of lightning Case II.

As a matter of fact we find from the study of actual cases

where building have been struck, that lightning often discharges

entirely upon metalic surface and points. What we should first

know is, whether the condition of discharge is to be one of"steady

strain" or "impulsive rush". In the case of an "impulsive rush

discharge even points seems to lose their efficiency and becomes

of little use.

Here we reached a perplexing question since the controversy

of Faraday and Harris whether or not the question of lightning

conductors is the question of conductivity or surface of the con-

ductor. The former maintained the conductivity theory, while

the latter held the surface theory. Each is reported to have

said that the other knew nothing at all about the matter.

Up to a certain point Faraday was right. A copper rod

an inch in diameter is capable of carrying almost any flash of

lightning, and is undoubtedly a great protector. But if we
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have reasone to believe, the core is seldon given a chance to carry

the current, why have it? The view of Sir W. Snow Harris, based

as they were upon close study of many thousand cases of lightning

action, are finding the experiments of to-day the confirmation so

long needed.

While we are not going into details regarding this question

of the shape of the rod, let ua emphasize the fact that it if an

electric current flows steadly in one direction in a cylindrical

wire, its density is uniform through all position of the wire, as

shown by Hertz. But that with a current of an oscillatory cha-

racter tnis condition no longer holds. Further more Hertz shows

us that with very high frequency the interior of the cylindrical

conductor, in our case the lightning rod, is almost free from cur-
!

1 rent.

Here we shall have to admit that, in this particular case,

Faraday was wrong and Harris was right, becauee the former was

thinking of nothing but conduction, although the latter had probab-

ly no theoretical reason to give, but was guided eitner by instinct

or by the result of experiment.

The following experimental data serve to illustrate the

point further.

Taking two iron conductors of the same length and weight ,

but one uf them in the furm of wire, the othBr in the of thin

ribbon, placed them successively as an alternative path in Fig. 4.

The spark distance at A being fixed at two cm. apart, the spark

distance B were adjusted until the spark sometimes chose the air

gap, and sometimes the alternative conductor. The critical B

spark length was then:
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air gap at B cm,

wxth the wire as alternative path .65

" " ribbon " " " .61

" " wire " " " .84

" " ribbon " * " .62

" wire " " " .86

" n ribbon " * " .62

average critical spark gap at B (wire) .85 cm.,

" " " " " B (ribbon) .62 cm.

Thisshows very dictinotly the advantage of flattened form

of conductor over a mere round section.

3. Even t^ this day, in the selection of lightning conductors

and instructions drawn up for the protection of buildings the case

I- Lodge's " steady strain" has alone been taken into consideration

and even within these restrivted conditions it does not appear tha

sufficlBnt aloowance has ever been made for the effect of self-

induction. It is known that low resistance is no particular ad-

vantage. M It is not a question of resistance" says Oliver Lodge

"The path of a flash is a question of impedance of a oonductor to

these sudden rushes depends very little on cross section, and

scarcely at all material. A thin iron wire is nearly as good as

thick copper rod; and its extra resistance has acturely an advan-

tage in this respect, that it dissipates some of the energy, and

tends to damp out the vibrations sooner."

And Lodge gives still further argument on the basis of the

enormous obstruction offered by a good conductor as copper.- "It

is due to electrical enertia, or what is also called "self-induc-

tion". Acurrent can not sent in a conductor instantaneously,
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any more than water in a pipe can start moving at full speed in an

instant.*

The frequency of discharge is so great that the effect of

self-induction greatly preponderate over those resistance and

self-jnduction alone will become entire impedance as we have seen

in the equation(X).

Thus we know now a little about in case of "impulsive rush",

A flat band of metal is better than a solid circular rod. The

relative advantage of copper and iron have remained still in the

scope of thv, introgation mark. But iron appears preferable if

magnetic permiability does not come into play. The experience

of more than century shows that Franklin's rud is an efficient

I

protection in the great majority of cases.
i

! 4* If we inquire what conditions the theory prescribes for the

the protection of a structure and all that it contains against

damage by lightning discharge, we arrive at th e conclusion that

the structure should be a closed conductor, such as a room, walls,

flooring, and ceiling of which are iron. Whatever forces may be

exerted from equilibrium wouid be constant for all points of th»

surface and the bodies which is closed; there wouid be no trace of

electricity on any of them. When equilibrium is disturbed, as

by a lightning discharge, it is supposed that the sides would form

a protecting screen for all bodies in the interior, and that sparks

like those of Hertz would not be obtained. In any casB these

sparks would nut be dangerous and, except perhaps in the case of a

gun-powder-magazine, there would be no need to consider them.

From an external body connected with the ground no sparks

* Lodge-- Lightning conductor and lightning gurds. P. 38-43.
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are possible in the case of equilibrium, but in the case of a

sudden discharge , there might be dangerous sparks.

In order to produce a conducting surface at constant poten-

tial, it is not necessary that the metal should be continuous, tne

conditions are realized by a network of even large meshes. Agin

Hertz's experiment on "propagation along wire" shows that even

when equilibrium is disturbed a network has the same effect as a

continuous metal surface. The essential condition is that no

conductor shall project into the interior, which might have a pot-

ential difference from that of the envelope, and might therefore

from a kind of electrode capable giving spark. Such for instance

would be gas or water pipes, conductors of this kind should be con-'

nected with the conducting enclosure at the point where they enter,
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. Protection of Transmission Line from

Lightning.

Although the term lightning is defined by Dr. Steinmetz in

its most comprehensive sence as including Hall phenomena of abnorm-

al voltage and abnormal frequency", 1 will confine it, for the pur-

pose of this paper, to the atmospheric discharge only.

The protection apparatus of ordinary resistance type is com-

posed of very high ohmic resistance located between the lines and

the earth. The resistance may be formed by gaps and then it may

\ be considered infinity as long as arc does not flash acrossthe cir*
I

! cuit of the protection. It has a small value when the arc forms

the continuous short circuit. From this point of view, it is

I

therefore advantageous to prevent a cotinuous short circuit as the

|
action causes not only the loss of current but results in great

\
damage to the system. This resistance opposes only feeble obst-

I

ruction to the passage of current, but it prevents a bad feature

if the arc forms a continuous short circuit.

The resistance may be made of a colum of water in case of

the water jet arrester, and the value is almost constant so that

on the normal service the current loss may still have allowable

value. The current loss is tnen proportional to the pressure and

. above its normal pressure of the line. On the contrary its

action is weak since the additional currents to which it gives a

passage are the same order of size as normal current of loss as

long as pressure does not rise to unallowable values. The pur*-
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pose of lightning protection along the transmission line is to

creat a point of least impedance into which the discharge comes

across. Then the line insteated being subject to tne potential

difference existing between earth and cloud is raised to the poten-

tial of the limit of lightning protection with theline. As it

has been founed the nature of lightning is oscillatory, we place

a high resistance in service with the line to be protected, and a

condenser in parallel with the resistance, we will see presently

how they act.

It is impossible to explain clearly the phenomenon, but a

mathematical study will be interesting to illustrate the phenome-

non and especially to determine the apparatus and arrangement

which gives ideal protection for the transmission line.

Theoreticaly the atmospheric discharge as we have shown is

reduced to the discharge of the condenser formed by the earth and

the electric cloud as the two plates and air between as dielectric.

In case of transmission line the circuit of this kind will be

formed a little complex.

Through a complex circuit formed by the lightning connecting

the cloud with the line itself with its different apparatus for

protection, can represent a circuit discharge in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8.

1U.
t- r
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Denoting:

-

L = total inductance of the cloud tu the earth,

r = " resistance n
" " "

*

tance of the lightning protector,

C2
= capacity " " "

,

L 3 ,
Lg = inductance of the line between A~B and B-end respective^'

r 3» r 3 = resistance •» • • «n» m

C„ = capacity of ons line relative to the earth.
o

Neglecting the capacity between lines which is small, but

we must consider the capacity of the line relative to the earth.

Let, v = potential at the point A at any moment. Thia pot*-

ential being measured relationship as the potential of the earth

is zero. We can write the three following equations

T « lj Pj (1°)

v = 1/ G2 Ji2
dt (2°)

— - /i 3dt (3°)

If V, is the potential of the cloud relative to the earth

at the begining of the discharge, then we can write

1 r d± 1 di2 di 3
V - - I (i-,+ iyti 3 )dt = V (ii+

i

2ti 3 )r+L(
+ +

) . .(4°)
G J dt dt dt

Now we have four equations for unknowns. From the values

of i-^, ig we can write following equations:

v di
x

1 dv d2^ 1 d2v
i = — , , -

r1 dt rxdt dt*5 r^t^
and

dv dig d2v d2 i2 d 3v
i2 = c2— 5 — = c2— ;

—- = c2
—

dt dt dt2 dt2 dt 3
m

The differential equation respect to t, and replacing i^and

v = i.

dt C
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±2 in their derivatives by the values of above

1 v dv dv 1 dv d2v di 3 1 d2v d 3v d2 i 3
- +C2 — ) = — tr( : + c2

— +-
) + L( " + 2—i ")

C ri dt dt rxdt dt^ dt r^dt^ at 6 dt«*

1 1 dv d2v di, d^v 1 d2v d 3v d2 i 3 1 d3v d4v d^i
- -( ^2— — ) = —~ + r( - + C2— + )+L( -fG2--+-^

C r
x
dt dt^ dt dt^ r

x
dt^ dt 3 dt^ r^t 3 dt4 dt-

From the equation (3°) we get

dv d2v d3v d4v—
i
—

o ; —~ and —

r

dt dt^ dt^ dt*

In replacing these with the values above and rearranging

we get,

d5 i 3 d4 i 3 d 3i 3 d2 i 3 di 3
+ b + c + d r t e + f i, =

dt5 dt4 dt 3 dt2 dt

where
a — Li Li gG 3

LL 3
b = C

3
r
3
L t -r G2L 3r

r l

C2 r 3 r G2L 3
c = L+ —Lt — +C2C 3r t L 3— +L 3 -t-

C 3 r
x

r
1

G

1 C
2
r r

3
r
2 °2r2 L

3
d = +r + + + r 3

+ +—
C 3r C 3 r C Gr-j^

f =

CC
3
r
1

where L 3= LjtLj
; r 3= r J +r§ ,

Numerically these equation solves the problem. It is

linear equation without second rcember with constant coefficient.

We must now find roots of this characteristic equation.

The auxiliary equation is,

ain^t bm4+ cm3tdm2 f em + f =

and the solution is,
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m,T "h* J%Z -
fr

i
3

= Al e + A2 e u
3
etA4^ tA

5 emr
.

when A * a are the arbitrary constants which will be the condition

of t = ; i x
= ; i2 = and v =

as well as the condition in the begining of discharge the value of

charge of the cloud rises to

Q = V.

From analytical point of view the problem is not simple.

The most , interesting of feature of the study is indeed the dis-

cussion of the equation permitting us to determine under what form

the current of discharge is presented. The characteristic

equation being here of 5th order its discussion is hardly possible,

Therefore we must simplify the problem by supposing, i^ = 0. To

justify the method let us consider the total impedance of the cir-

cuit of tnis discharge includes the impedance of the spark and the

combined impedance of the three circuits existing between A and

the earth. It is extremly probable that the impedance of the

s]bark is unknown is far greater than the combined impedance of the

three parallel circuit. Besides since we are trying to throw the

discharge of lightning on the protector , rather than on the line

we must arrange it in such way that the impedance of the protector

shoul be very small in comparison with the impedance of the line.

For these two reasons we will not change very much the character

of current discharge by supposing i„ = 0.

The form of the equation will be modified for according

found in general case. We may show according to the exponential

curve whethBr the root3' of the characteristic equation are real or

imaginary. Now one or several these component parts will be

suppressed by their amplitudes is sufficiently weak to enable us
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to think that this expression does not alter much the form of dis-

charge current.

We can in this way study the principle of discharge consid-

ered by itself and deduce it3 potential parallel to the point A.

We will then come back to the current in the line which in reality

interested from the point of view of the protection of the line.

The circuit of discharge thus simplified as shown in Pig. 9.

Fig. 9. Keeping the same notation as proceeding we

may write the three equations for the three

unknowns as i^ ig and i^.

^2 (V)

di 1 r
r +L — + ri = V - - )-

1 1 dt C°
1 dt ... (2*)

(3 f

)

In deriving the equation (2*) respect to t,

we get

didi l
r 1 fL

d
2
i 1

+r— = - -i
dt d t dt C

(4»)

Now from (3') we may get the value of ig

which is replaced in (l*) gives,

di
i = i 1+riC2—

dt

Differentiating this equation twice we have,

di dii d2 i

dt dt
+ r lC2~o

dt^

d2 i d2 i ! d3i

dt2 dt2
1

*<Lt*
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In troducing these values intu the equation (4*) and arrang-

ing terms, we nave

d3ii d2 ii dii
fa ~ +o i

1
= (5*)

dt 3 dt2 dt

when 1 r
a = 1 -

r!C2 L

r x (C + C2 ) r C
b = — —

L G2C

c =
L C2C rj

We must notice that we would have this equation directly if

we introduce the hypothesis that Cg= or r-j = correspondingly

i
3

= intu the equation of the general case .

Its auxiliary eqyation will be,

m3ta m2 +bmtc = (6*).

Entire discussion will be rest upon the equation (6
f
).

Let us put it in the furm of Cardan,

m = n - / 3

We find aftear reduction thus

a2 2a 3 a b
n 3- (

— ~ 6)n +( - +- c) -=

3 27 3

or n + p n + q =

where a2 2a3 a b
p = b - — ; q = —— — + c

3 27 3

We know according to the discussion of Cardan that this

equation has three real roots If |* + e
Q> and it ha3 onQ roal

root and two imaginary roots if q2 ^ p
3 ^ 0.

4 T
27

Cli -« with real roots
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Let mg an(* m3 ^e the rootR of tne characteristic equaticri

The value of the current will be of the form,

To determine the arbitrary constants A, B and D let us

notice that for t = we would have ij = and ig - 0. Moreover

the charge of the cloud must be Qo = C V. We can express the

last condition by writing that fur the particular value t = 0, the

equation i dt takes the value Q . Translating those into the

equations the conditions are:

A + B+D =

m]A m2B -»- 1113D =

A B, D _ q
m
l

+ m2 m3
"

This system of three equations with three unknowns is solved

as follows:

m
l
m2m3

A = ™ Q
(m^- mg ) (ra^*"

ml m2 m3
B = Qo

(mg- m^ ) (1113- mg )

mi mg m3
D =

: Q
(m3~ m^Hn^- mg

)

In introducing these values into the expression of i^, we

get,

i x= m
1
mgm

3Q * 1-

.(m - m)(m-m) (m-m)(ra-m)

1

€ m> 1 (7M
(m-j** m-^ ) (m-^** mg )

The value of ig results directly from (1*). It has for th^

expression,
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i2= mim2m3Q / -777,6 f- * r

vm^- nigHm^- mg> vm2** m3Krag- mi)

t 1 m^e m̂ l (8')
(mg— mg ) (nig** m^ )

and the total current i will be,

i = m1m2m3Q e -+ e
(m-^— nig ) (ra-^** mg) (mg— mg)(mg— m^

)

t ^
3r

(9*)
(mg- m^Ming- mg ) -J

The sign of roota oan be determined by the function of co-

efficients P and Q by discussion. But at present it dOBs not

interest us because whatever may be the sign of roots m-^nigand m^

of th~ proposed equation will be always negative. In fact the

coefficient a,b and c of the proposed equation are always positive

aa this expressions show, therefore all the terms of the equation

(6
1

) are poaitive and a real root muat be negative in order to

aatiafy the equation. Remembering theae remarks we see easily

that the values of three currents i-^ig and i^ given by the for-

mulas (7*) (8 1
) and (9* ) are composed of the sum of three terms

each one representing in function of t, an exponential curve.

These curves start from a finite value, positive or negative

tend to decrease toward zero when t = <=>c The form of the equa-

tion shows, moreover that for i-^, if we suppose m-^ mg mg, the curv;i

represented by two firat terma are poaitive and the la3t is nega-

tive. For ig the curves corresponding to the terma 1 and 3 are

positive, the term 2 negative. Finally for i, the sum of i^ and

ig, we can n^t determine the sign of the equation. The three

curves representing i^, igand ig have the same furm. They start
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from zero and tend toward zero after having passed by a maximum

position of negative. We may prove that for t = and t = , the

values ii,i2 a^d i3 are zero.

(II) Imaginary roots.* In the case where

We have a real root m-^ and two imaginary roots,

mg= i3 and mg= cl • 1/3

i
x
= At *B e * -t D e

and

I m^
*2 = G2r l

From this value we deduce the values ig and i thus

*2 ~ ~ 77 -r^Cgl-ni^ -r e (m^cos/3/f jiy3Z^

5>'pSB £

We have already observed that every real root of charaoter-

estic equation,

m^ + a m^ + b m -t-d = 0, was necessarily negative. As to

the real part of a- of the imaginary roots, the complexity
t

of the

equation does not show readily, that it must be negative but it is

certain that it must be so. For if we assume the contrary the

discharge current would increase with the time even up to infinite

Since the capacity of cioud however great may be is not infinite,

it is certain that the hypothesis of <K is positive must be rejectee^

Then the value of i^, ig and i show that each of three currents is

composed again the three parts— a current of.

The condition fur the limits be the same as in case of real

roots:
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All

t = ; i
1

- ; i
2

= Cgi^ = j i dt = ~Q
Q

dt

Thus we have,

AtB = (10* )

A m-^ +«tB+/3D = (11* )

In order to take account of the equation,

J\ dt = ^ii^igjdt a JciitCgr! —-)dt =^idt h 2r 1 i 1
dt

and since by hypothesis i = for t = 0; ^Ji,dt = *Qg is reduced

Jijdt = -Q

or
m

For t =

A^&it^*-D (12')

we have a system of equations,

A- -

/3 = - Qe^f^Jj^l

Introducing these into the equation i-^ we have

transient according to an exponential curve and two periodic cur-

rents decreasing with the same frequenvy by a quater of period

apart which expressions are these of two sine wave multiplied by

the value with a negative exponent. A fact which shows that
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these current decrease rapidly in function of time.

The period of each one of two periodic current is determined

by the formula

sin t = whence ^t = n re

L y&
The duration of the period is therefore, . The length

of the period of the total current will vary in each case. It will

be different for i-^, i 2 and i.

Lex- us next make a study of current in the conductor. Know-

ing a function of time, the intensity of the current on crossing

the lightning protectur and also the potential at the point A in

the Fig. 8, is, v = r-^i-^, the derived current formed by the line,

graphically as Fig. 10, we can write the equati6n directly as,

Fig. lu.

di 3
v = i3r 3+ L 3 + - P^t

dt c/ 3

Differentiating this with respect tu t, we have,

dv di 3 d2 i 3 i 3— = \- L~—— -t
—

+
Za + 2dt dt dt* C 3

d2 i 3 r
3
di

3
1 1 dv

~ -{ v i 3
s

dt2 L 3dt L 3G 3 L 3dt

This is linear differential equation of second order with

constant coefficient and the second member.

The auxiliary equation of this equation is
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2
r
3

1
h n H =
L 3 C 3L 3

The roots are

r, r2

n = - — ±
2L 3 r 4Lg C3L3

The general integral is

i 3
= Me"'

r
+ N e^ r /

when ^ = the particular integral of the proposed equation.

In order to find the integral we will have to consider two

case .

Case A. dv mT r m t:— = C
t
(m, H e E> £ * -t m3 u £ )

dt

This is the case corresponding to the three real roots of

the equation of third degree found in the study of the principle

current of discharge.

To find Y f let us write arbitrary

Replacing Y and its two derivatives by their values in the

proposed equation.

Pmf <£ '

-t Qmg e * V Rm^ £ 3 +—(Pm-^ -+ Qm2 <L
z * Rm3

3
) #

L 3

-f (Pe -t- ' ^ R ^ ) = r(m]Ae t m2B * t m3D e
J

)

C 3L 3

By identifying two members of this equation we find the

value for P, Q and R, i.e.

p = A
r
l
m
l
G
3
L
3

m!°3L3^ m
i
G
3

1

Q = B
m|G 3L 3 -t-m2C 3 1
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r lm3C 3L 3

m|u 3L 3 -t- m3G 3 f 1

Therefore the general integral becomes,

n,t n.tr rr<<
t rn.T ™ rr

i
3

= k< +Ne' +pe tQe'tRe^
To detBrmine the constants of integration, we must again

distinguish two cases namely when the roots n^, Ug are real or

imaginary

.

1°. The roots n-^, n2 are real, that is to aay,

*i 1

>
4L 3 C 3L 3

It is easy to see this case the two roots are always nega—

five. And the condition of limits i3 as before, t = 0, i = 0,

Jl dt =

MtNtPtQ+R =

k N P Q R

nl n2 ml m2 m3

where
M

W =

n-,-n2 }
m
x

n
l
n2

p Q R 1
- —fP + Q

m
l

m2 m3 n
l

p Q R 1

--(P + Q
ml m2 m3 nln l n2

The current in the line is presented under the form of the

sum of five exponentials. All decreasing which one but all the

rest nave a sign different from the sign of four others.

2°. r| 1
—— <C (roots are imaginary)
L 3 C 3L 3

The roots may be placed under the form

n-L sib ; n2 -^1-4 b

The general integral becomes,

*3 = ^^Mcosbt +N Binbt ) t P e'"'
T
t q t R 6^ r
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In applying the conditions for the limits, we have,

M = -(P-+- R)

a2^ b2 p q r a
N = (-+-+-) (P +- Q + R

)

a m m m b

The value of ig is represented here by the sum of three ex-

ponential decreasing curves of two periodic curves likewise de-

creasing of the same frequency and separated one with regard to

the other by one quater uf period.

Case B. dv

dt

This is the cast* corresponding to that one, the character-

istic equation of the princxple current has two imaginary roots

and a real ruot.

Let us suppose the particular integral,

By replacing first two derivatives for the proposed equation}:

we- have

P(m]>

—

m
1
+ )e

m,r
-t ff( Qc£+Zft*y3- $/3 .

L 3 C 3L3
t-

Identifying twu members of tnis equations we have the fol-

lowing three equations:

P(m^+—m-^-t- ) -f m n A
L
3 G 3

L
3

A
1

i- 2R^3 -
(fyf r ^(Q^-<- R^)t—— = ^3 D + B

L 3 C 3L 3
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r 3
R

R*-
z
+ 2Q<y3-R/3%- (R*--Q/3) + = D +/3B

L 3 G 3 L3

which determines P, Q, and R although it is not explicit form - it

is not necessary to make so. Because it is too long tu calcu-

late through its form is simple.

Tnus the value of completely determined we van write the

general integral,

i
3

= M^ tpem'Se ( cosQ^t + Rsin/st

)

To determine the arbitrary constant M and N we must again

consider two case separately.

1°. n^ and ng are real:

On applying the same condition as before for the limit,

t * o J i = , Ji dt = we have

Mt N + Q =

MNP
a-

' s*— +— t — + QTTT-rk - R -^pz^z =
n
l

n2 m
l

Hence
(
P Q*l- Py<3 P^f- Q. a n2— t
ml ^ V3 * n2 1 nl~n2

P Q*l.- R/3 P -0,
,

np

m
1

*?"t/3 n
i

' n
i~
n
2

The current ia again a f~rm of the sum of five decrease

ing terms, the three of exponential, two periodic curves of the

same frequency and separated one quater of period.

2°. n-^ and ng are imaginary.

i 3
se^M cosbt+N 3inbt ) tPtw '

r
+ (Q cos^r-f R sin^f)

The conditon with limxt gives

M+- P -HQ =
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P
M — «N h -• + Q. — R — , =

-h b* a*5 + b^ mi ' <£y£

Whence, M = -(P Q)

a P ^ /3 a2+ b2

N = ~(P Q.) - -»-(— + Q •
- R —TTTi )"

b mi *-t/3 a

The value of i
3
represented here is in function of time by

four periodic decreasing curves, having two each same frequencies

andby the decreasing exponential curves. The curves with the same

frequency are separated one from the an other by one quater period.

The curves of defferent frequency start at same moment with their

maximum value. The nature of these five curves tends to decrease

toward zero when t = oc .
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Conclusion,

1, After having studied as much as possible the phenomena of

atmospheric discharge and its protection at any given moment, it

is now important to try to draw from these some practical conclu-

sion. It can nut be a question of calculating all the elements

of lightning and its protection. The greater part of numerical

data is lacking for such work. . But it is possible to indicate

the frequenvy of the discharge, how great the voltage might be how

and in what direction protection should be applied.

"Science has tu deal with magnitude which are very much

larger or smaller than those which such words as huge, enormous,

tiny, or minute are capable of expressing," says Prof. Tait. "And

though an electric spark, even from our most powerful artificial

sources, appears to be non-scientific, trifling or in comparison

with a mile-long flash of lightning. This is the reason why in-

stead of following up the excellent lightning experiments made by

Sir Oliver Lodge, I proposed the investigation of lightning and

it3 protection by a mathematical method. Thus the study is more

scientific.

Let us calculate the electrical constants and investigate

some of the characteristics of lightning itself, by taking up the

following case:-

An air condenser under the same condition as described in

Considering a portion of the cloud whose area,

A = 1U,U00 sq. ft.

h = 1,UU0 ft.
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1°. To find what potential will exist between the cloud and the

earth just before the stroke. By the equation (10) , the poten-

tial in this case,

VQ= 110 h c.s. units,

VQ= 110xluu0x2.54xl2x3u0 = 10 9 . V0\*5

2°. To fxnd what will be the capacity? By the equation (I)

we have
A K

5
C = if K = 1 and 1 microfarad = 3tf *10°of e.s.

4*:h

units,
1U, 000*2,54*12

C = - r- = .27-10"4 m.f

.

4/c iuoo*y*l0

3°. To find what will be the electric charge or the amount of

electricity stored? By the equation (a)

Q = C V

We know = .27* lu 1U farads,

V = 10
9 volts,

.27 10 9

Q = — * = .027 coulombs.
1U

1U
1

4°. Energy. By the equation (IX)

W = 1 / 2 V2

= .5*.27*10""4 -(lo 9 )

2 = 13.5*106 joules,

= 135u0 k.w. sec.

=3.75 k.w. hr.

= 2.7 h.p. hr.

= 13.5 1.35 1U
6 = 10

7 ft. lbs.

We possibly found that the work required tu charge a body

is proportional to the square of the charge and inversely to the

capacity or what is equivalent the work is pruportional to the

square of potential and capacity. The damage done by the dis-
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charge, that damage being equal to the work required to produce ,

ia conversely proportional to the square of the potential and the

capacity directly. Thus in our case we would have a damage done

by the lightning of stroke with an energy of ten million foot lbs.

5°. Frequency. By tue equation Qfl )

,

f = 2 v / 2rcht

we know values:

v = 3*lu 10 cm.

/1U,000
b = J —— = 56.4 ft.

But we do not know the value of To determine this value

we have to kn^w the value of a, that is we have to know the size

of spark. Assuming a = .25 ft. or the size of spark ball whose

radius 3 inches which will not be far from the practice.

Thus 56.4 .

1 =/ 2 log ~ 1 - / 9.8 = 3.14
' .25

2*3*10 lu

f = = 1.75*106 cycles.
56 . 4* 2 . 54" 12* 3. 14

6° • Self-induction. By the equation (gff) and we have no

metalic conductor, therefore the equation (tfJL) reduced to

b
L = h(2 log _ ) = hf in e.s. unit,

a

1U,0u0*2. 54*12*10.

8

L = = 1.1*10"*4 henries.
3*101U

7°. Impedance. By the equation the impedanoe,

Z = vO L = 27tf L = 27C*i.75~106*l.l*lCr4

= URu ohms.

8°. Current, maximum. By the equation (QC

)
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in which we know that the current will be maximum at the one

quater of the one oscillation.

Thus sinwJt = sin9u° and

V Vo v o
maximum current, 10= = —

L Z

= 850,000 amperes.

2. The nature of the locality will determine to a large degree

the need of the lightning rod. In some locality the reaction of

a rod is imperative; in others it is hardly necessary.

The questions have been so thoroughly discussed from practi-'

cal aa well as theoretical stands puints, that there is no longer

any doubt as to the protection thwy afford when properly constructs

ed. Scattered houses in tho country, and especially along the

hill sides shoul have lightning rods as well as all barns and iso-

lated buildings. Ordinary dwelling huuses in city blocks have

not need for rods.

Almost all modern scientists agree that iron is the best

material tu use in constructing rods and that a ribbon shaped rod

is tho most efficient in regard to a"steady atrain".

As regard to the secondary discharge or "impulsive rush" of

discharge, the above method, as we found, become very little of

use. The general result at whxch we ultimately arrived that the

most certain way tu protect a building from the effect of lightning

is to encase it in a metal network in perfect conducting communi-

cation with the erath.

The network should be made of galvanised telegraph wire.

The conductors should follow the ridge, the corners, the angles,

the chimneys, etc., and loops of sharp angle should be avoided.
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See also Berg's "Lightning, protection of Building." Gas and

water pipes should be connected with the net work on their entrance

and inside the building the pipes should be in metalio connection

whenever they are near each other. The external net-work shoulc.

be connected with the ground by the greates possible number of

jboints. All masses of metal on the outside-roofing, eaves, rain*

trough, etc. should form part of the net-work, connection should bei

made with the under-ground water bearing stratum by means of large

plates dipping in a pit dug in this statum, and so deep that even

when the water is at its lowest the plate is partially immersed.

(

See Anderson's "lightning Conductors".)

Large messes of metal inside the building should be connect-

ed with each other, but instead of joinning them to the outer net-

work, it is better that they should have an independent connection

with the earth. See alao Lodge's "Lightning Conductors."

The building thus protected might be struck by lightning

without nuticing the effect thereof.

A few strokes of lightning, probably harmless in any case,

might perhaps be avoided by providing the conductors with points.

From this point of view, it should be attemped to surround the

building with an electrified atmosphere. This can be obtained by

using many points, the more numerous the points the more adequate

the protection. We are thus led to the plan of lightning con-

ductors which agrees with the plan devised by Melsens.

3. as a result of our study we are led to the following questinji

and its answer:

What cause will being to the transmission line more ideal

protective conditions Is it advantageous to make the different
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elements controlled by man in order to product* approximately ideal

condition to vary?

The object to be attained is to reduce the maximum potential

which we can endure at any given point of the line to the smallest

possible value.

If we return t« the first scheme we made as in Fig. 8,, we

see that,

l r di 3

C 3 dt

1 f di 3- Ji 3dt (L§+L§ )—-+(r£ r 3 )i 3
Gg dt

where VA= the instantaneous potential of the point A

V—« « « It It h pVB- B.

We have to admit that the principle current of discharge is

not influenced by the. variation of derived current. We see also

that for a given value of the principle current the fall of poten-

tial V, between the point A and the earth, is devided int~ three

parts, the sum of which is constant whatever the value of i is.

To reach the end of the proposed condition we should first try to

increase the fall of potential between A and B, and reduce that of

B and the earth. Secondly we should try to lower the potential

due to lightning discharge at the point A.

First: To increase the fall of potential between A and B

Thw simplest method of duing this is to admit a value suffi-

ciently high for L 3and r 3 . But since this part of the circuit

is traversed by the regular current, this method causes the loss

of energy and the increase of depression of the current.

A more practical method is tvj try to increase the frequency
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Indeed an increase of frequency of causes an increase in

Lg r£ and L3 at the same time causes C3 to decrease. Thus

the result is that Vg will be decreased.

Let us examine how we can produce this increase of frequency

We have seen that in order to have a periodic form, it is

necessary that, r^ Lg

and that the period,

7C
t =

G
3
L
3

4L
3

The resistance, self-inductance and capacity being variable

we must work with supplementary the self-induction L£. The

minimum value of this will then be imposed by the condition,

r§

Since r^ and C 3 are very small values, this would be satis-

fied for even a negative value of L^.

If this condition is permissible, it will even bB very im-

portant to increase the self-induction far beyond its maximum value

For in doing thxs, not unly do we uncrease the fail of pressure A

and B, by increasing Ll, but we also increase the frequencyof the
3

current. Since in almost all industrial plants, the self-induc-

tion is dominant we generally hesitate to introduce the extra self-

induction into the line circuit.

The condition of the discharge can be improved by increase

the capacity of the line relative to the earth. This is done by

distributing the condensers to various points between the line and
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the earth. To avoid, the constant current loss through these corfe

densers we can place very narrow air gaps in their circuit. These

air gap may be extremely reduced fur the frequency. In ordinary

use tne normal current traversing the condenser will not be suffi

cient to maintain the arc. With the frequency of the lightning

current, the resistance offered by the condenser is greatly reduced.

Neverthless in order that tho increase of capacity of the line may

produce any effc-ct, it is necessary to have a supplementally, self

induction L3. We would not in any case think this completely

composed of the component parts of the current i-j, the form of

which is determined by the principle circuit of discharge. One

is always an exponential with negative exponent. The other two

may be either the exponents of -the same kind or periodic curves,

one derived from the form of the sine wave and other form the form

of the cosine wave. It is easy t^ see thao the first and third

components are introduced by the. presence of the capacity G^. In

fact if we suppose = 0, the equation (5
f

) is reduced to

d2 i-L r+r 1 di]^ i

+- + =
dt^ L dt L

Since r^ is negligible as regard to the impedance of the

lightning discharge, we may aay that the discharge takes on the

same form when 02= or G2 =°^.

Every value of Co different from these two limits introduce^
a non periodic components into the value of i and correspondingly

into the value of ig.

Judging by this it would seem that we ought tu put the con-

densers in parallel. But we most notice also. that the component^

introduced by the condenser are in all possibility negligible sinco

the variation of its capacity from zero to infinity brings in only
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insignificant changes. Frum this puint of view lowering the

voltage at the point A, is advantageous on account of its diminish}

ing action on r^. However, it creates the constant current

loss, drawing the current frum the source into the earth. For

this reason it is undesirable tv, choose very great capacities for

the condenser placed parallel with the lightning protectors. It

is preferable to lower the value of r^ by multiplying with the

numbers of protectors, working in parallel. Besides this way of

operating agrees very well with actual conditions which permit

only with difficulty the obtaining a strong condenser with great

capacity. In the majority of cases, the best solution will con-

sists in admitting the proper capacity uf apparatus without trying

to increase the capacity of the condenser placed in parallel.

SEcond: Let us see that, the other conditions which ought

to be met by the principle current of discharge ,is arranged in

the first scheme, so that the two component parts of i may be peri4-

odic. We find it is necessary to have,

q
2 P 3— + — >G

4 27

Theperiod of this variable current thus obtained is

where is the imaginary portion of the roots of the equation of

third degree. These roots are,

~ 1 7* ip3
I \ q

2 P 3 1 ± if3
- .5q+

4 27 ' 2
"5 q +

q
2 P 3

27

In order to diminish the period t of the current, q
2/4 +•

P 3/27 should be as large as possible. Unfotunately the elements

on which we act are not very many. The quantity of r and C,the



r
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resistance of the circuit of discharge and the capacity of the

cloud are evidently beyond our action. we can act only on and

Cv. To see how we can operate by increasing the value of self

induction by the addition of air coil.

The rational way to see this action will be to take the

derivative of the expression,

q
2 P 3

4 27

respect tu L, the self-induction thus:

dX dX dq dX dP

dL dq dL dP dL

dX dq da dq db dq dc dX dr da L dh- db

dq da dL db dL dc dL dP da dL db dL

or after the reduction,

dX ca2 be b2a da ba2 ac b2df

dL 9 6 54 dL 54 6 9 dL *

a° ba c dc
+( + -)— .

27 6 2 dL

Since we have no data as to the relative normal values of

the question at issue, we can not al low the increase of L as it

will produce an increase or decrease of X. But to understand

the influence of L, let us notice that the capacityCg has only a

little influence on the flow Df the current of discharge and that

more over it is very nearly zero in actual use. Therefore let us

suppose = u. Thus we can fulfill the condition required abov$

and the duration pf period is,

TC
t =

1 4 (rj-rTT
iTTG
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1 (r - r

2
)
2

Hence with the increase of L, — - is incraesed
C 4

and the duration of the time will be decreased. The current of

periodic starting from the minimum value at the condition,

C(r + rn) 2

L =
4

Thus we can improve the functional or operating conditions

of the protector by increasing L.

To sum up the above discussion concerning the protection of

the transmission line, we believe that this study may draw the

following conclusion :~

Lightning currents, as increase of transmissiom line, do

not necessarily have periodic oscillating forms of discharges. We

can make it to aproch more or less according to the nature and the

complexity of the circuit of discharge by the following arrangement

1. Use of a self induction coil between theprotective appara+

tus and the line.

2. Reduction to a small value of the capacity placed in

parallel tv the protector.

3. Finally the use of the condensers from place to place

between interval of the lines.
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